Wooden Models without an arm rest shelf (Fig. 1)
Applicable for tables with two standard end panels
and for tables with one access end panel

- Separate the Face Crescent Pad from the Face Rest. Insert the
  Face Rest Platform half way thru the elastic strip attached to the
  plywood top of the table (as shown in Fig. 1).
- Place the Face Rest Crescent on the Hook and Loop fasteners closest
to the hinge side of the table.

Wooden Models with an arm rest shelf (Fig. 2 & 3)
Applicable for tables with two standard end panels
and for tables with one access end panel

- Separate the Face Crescent Pad from the Face Rest. Insert the
  Face Rest Platform half way thru the elastic strip attached to the
  plywood top of the table (as shown in Fig. 2).
- Place the Face Rest Crescent on the Hook and Loop fasteners closest to the hinge side of the table (as shown in Fig. 3).

Metal Models (except Advanta) (Fig. 4)

- Separate the Face Crescent Pad from the Face Rest. Insert
  the legs of the Face Rest Platform thru the elastic strip attached
  to the plywood top of the table. Fold the Platform back on itself
  and secure the cam locks. (as shown in Fig. 4).
- Place the Face Crescent pad on the Hook and Loop fasteners closest to the hinge side of the table (as shown in Fig. 4).

Advanta (Fig. 5)

- Separate the Face Crescent Pad from the Face Rest. Insert
  the legs of the Face Rest Platform thru the elastic strip attached
  to the plywood top of the table. Fold the Platform back on itself
  and secure the cam locks. (as shown in Fig. 5).
- The face rest crescent will not fit in the Advanta for storage.
  We suggest using the pocket on your carry case for storage.